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The Chunc Spica offers a post operative
mobility solution for children and
young people in hip spica casts and
other requirements such as radial leg
extension braces.
Highly configurable leg supports and backrest are able to
accommodate the awkward position created by the large post
operative plaster.
The Chunc Spica facilitates early discharge from the hospital
environment to the comfort and security of the home. Furthermore,
having being crash tested (suitable for transportation) the chair
allows continued participation in the social, education and therapy
environments.

Suitable as a forward facing seat in a motor vehicle
Crash tested to ISO 7170 (ANSI ROSNA part 19)
Anti tips as standard
Brakes fitted as standard
Swing away footrests as an option
Height adjustable push handles
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DIMENSIONS

The Chunc Spica offers a post operative
mobility solution for children and
young people in hip spica casts and
other requirements such as radial leg
extension braces.
Highly configurable leg supports and backrest are able to
accommodate the awkward position created by the large post
operative plaster.
The Chunc Spica facilitates early discharge from the hospital
environment to the comfort and security of the home. Furthermore,
having being crash tested (suitable for transportation) the chair
allows continued participation in the social, education and therapy
environments.

Product Height

126

126

126

82,56,54

82,56,54

82,56,54

Seat cushion depth range

24-30

30-36

35-41

Seat cushion depth growth

6

6

6

Seat width

26

31

36

Total seat width growth

11

11

11

Back rest height range

36-44

42-52

48-60

Total back rest height growth

8

10

12

Back rest width

21

25

29

Leg splint angle range

0-20˚

0-20˚

0-20˚

Leg splint length range

21-38

21-43

21-48

Backrest recline angle range

0- -70˚

0- -70˚

0- -70˚

+2 to -45˚

+2 to -45˚

Dismantled product L,W,H

SEATING DIMENSIONS

Tilt in space

+2 to -45˚
Dimensions in cm

SPICA OPTIONS

CHUNC SPICA RENTAL SERVICE AVAILABLE

Range of adjustable headrests
Thoracic supports, height and contour adjustable
Spica Wing Supports
Range of Harnesses
Available in 6 fabric colours

COLOUR RANGE
GREY YELLOW
BLUE PINK
RED BLACK

Chunc Wheelchairs
Unit 416, Tarsmill Court
Rotherwas Industrial Estate
Hereford HR2 6JZ
T: 01432 276446
E: sales@chunc.co.uk
ISO 7176-19

BS EN ISO 9001:2000

We offer two rental packages:
1. Spica in a box: Courier delivery, collection and decontamination charge.
2. Spica with a rep: Includes delivery, training, setup and collection.

